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The LISE++ software for fragment separator simulations is undergoing a major update. LISE++ is the stan-
dard software used at in-flight separator facilities for predicting beam intensity and purity. The code sim-
ulates nuclear physics experiments where fragments are produced and then selected with a fragment
separator. A set of modifications to improve the functionality of the code is discussed in this work.
These modifications include transportation to a modern graphics framework and updated compilers to
aid in the performance and sustainability of the code. To accommodate the diversity of our users’ com-
puter platform preferences, we extend the software from Windows to a cross-platform application. The
calculations of beam transport and isotope production are becoming more computationally intense with
the new large scale facilities. Planned new features include new types of optimization, for example, opti-
mization of ion optics, improvements in reaction models, and new event generator options. In addition,
LISE++ interface with control systems are planned. Computational improvements as well as the schedule
for updating this large package will be discussed.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. LISE++ development plans remains an important priority for LISE++ development. Recent
LISE++ is the standard software used at in-flight separator facil-
ities for predicting beam intensity and purity. The code simulates
nuclear physics experiments where fragments are produced then
selected with a spectrometer. The LISE++ software package is
being transported to a modern graphics framework with new com-
pilers to aid in the performance and sustainability of the code [1–
3]. To accommodate the various operating system preferences of
the users, LISE++ will be adapted for cross-platform compatibility.
Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems will be supported.
This work aims to address the increased computational demands
associated with more complicated devices at new large scale facil-
ities. In order to perform the necessary calculations in an accept-
able time, code optimization and parallel methods will be
applied. New features such as optimization, for example, of ion
optics, improvements in reaction models, and new event generator
choices are planned. Finally creation of a LISE++ interface with
control systems is envisioned. The LISE++ development plan, as
summarized in Fig. 1, includes improvements in the software as
well as the models.

2. Nuclear physics

Creation of reaction models within the LISE++ framework and
implementation of modern powerful algorithms in the code
experiments at RIKEN and GSI showed that the LISE++. Three-
Excitation-Energy-Regions model [4] does not reproduce yields of
high-Z neutron rich isotopes well with default parameter settings
which indicates the necessity of improving in-flight fission yield
calculations. A new analytical Abrasion-Fission model will be
developed soon by Monte Carlo benchmarking. A dissipation step
will be inserted in the Abrasion-Ablation model to improve quan-
titative agreement with measured projectile fragmentation cross
sections at lower energies and with heavy targets.

3. Software development

The LISE++ software suite is undergoing a major transportation
to a new graphics framework in order to support modern compil-
ers and computing methods.

Qt framework. For compatibility with future operating systems,
the graphics framework is being transported to Qt. Benefits include
provisions for 64-bit operation, cross-platform compatibility, and
the ability to take advantage of computational advances. Qt was
chosen as the graphics framework based on its cross-platform
capabilities, large feature set, and widespread use in cross-
platform C++ applications. Qt is a package of C++ graphics libraries
that has great benefits for developing applications for nearly all
operating systems and devices. The code remains essentially iden-
tical for all platforms, which allows for easy compilation of exe-
cutable programs for any operating system or device. We will
release Windows, Mac, and Linux versions of the software.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.nimb.2015.12.013&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the LISE++ development plans.
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Parallel computing. To take advantage of modern computing
architecture, parallel computing methods are essential in achieving
faster computation. Once transportation of LISE++ to the Qt graph-
ics framework is complete, we will be able to implement parallel
computing on personal computers using OpenMP. OpenMP, whose
name derives from Open Multi-Processing, is an application pro-
gramming interface (API) for shared-memory parallel processing
[5]. This API is useful for multi-core CPUs, such as those found in
a personal computer. In the future, large-scale calculations using
supercomputers or many-core machines using MPI is also planned.
MPI stands for Message Passing Interface, which is an API for com-
munication between processors [6]. Therefore, MPI can be used on
distributed memory systems, such as supercomputers, for mas-
sively parallel computations.

Integration with control systems. In order to directly assist the
tuning of a separator, the LISE++ program will be integrated
with control systems. This will be tested at labs such as NSCL
and GSI. This will be accomplished, for example, by direct integra-
tion of the LISE++ software with the A1900 controls at NSCL in
order to update inputs to calculations based on experimental
measurements.

4. Ion optics

New features are being implemented to improve the optics in
LISE++. There are two different configuration modes in LISE++,
segmented and extended. The segmented configuration is com-
prised of Sector (S) blocks, which are dispersive blocks that can
contain quadrupole and dipole magnets, drift elements, along with
other optical components. In the extended mode, all elements are
separated into their own blocks, called Element (E) blocks, and
their matrices can be calculated by the LISE++ code. For example,
a single dipole S block in the A1900 fragment separator is the
equivalent of 16 E blocks. Some of these features include a way
to group and ungroup optical blocks within an extended configura-
tion, the addition of minimization procedures, and new gas optical
blocks.

Block configuration converter. This new tool will be built around
a new type of block, labeled G (Group), which allows the grouping
and ungrouping of E blocks, see Fig. 2. The tool can be applied to
create sector configurations for fast analytical calculations. E-
block properties of a G-block will be used in Monte Carlo mode
for high order optics transmission calculations, and S-block proper-
ties in the Distribution mode for experiment planning. The Distribu-
tion mode uses an analytical solution to calculate the evolution of
phase space distributions with use of transport integral methods
[7] that is much faster than traditional Monte-Carlo methods.

Minimization procedures. 1st and 2nd order minimization of
optics by varying magnetic fields (and/or electric voltages) of E-
blocks has been applied to Distribution mode using the levmar

package [8], which is now available in LISE++ since the version
9.9.10. The levmar package is a C implementation of the Leven-
berg–Marquardt algorithm, and iterative algorithm to find local
minima. High-order minimization for distribution in Monte-Carlo
modes will also be implemented. High-order minimization for dis-
tribution in Monte-Carlo modes will also be implemented.

LISE++ blocks. Gas-filled optical blocks will be developed, by
allowing existing magnetic block types to have the option to be
filled with gas. E-versions will be created for some already existing
S blocks, and multipole properties of the drift block will be moved
to a special block.

5. LISE++ transportation to a new graphics framework

On March 4, 2015, the LISE++ Qt utilities package was released.
This is a cross platform package of the satellite utilities distributed
with LISE++ to Qt. The package consists of five stand-alone pro-
grams useful for experiment design. They are PACE4, Charge,
Global, the Kantele spectrometric calculator, and a units con-
verter. Versions are available for Windows, Mac, and Linux. New
documentation for the utilities is available on the LISE++ website
[9]. The utilities package is shown in Fig. 3. Work is now underway
to transport the rest of the LISE++ software to the Qt graphics
framework.

6. Summary

Work is underway to update the LISE++ software suite. New
code capabilities such as parallel computing, cross-platform func-
tionality, and integration with control systems are planned and
work is in progress. In order to implement these changes, the code
is being transferred to a new graphics framework, Qt, and work is
being done to ensure compliance with ISO C++ for use with modern
compilers. The first release within the new framework is the
LISE++ Qt utilities package, which was first released on March 4,
2015 [9]. The package contains five satellite utilities that are



Fig. 2. The new LISE++ feature for converting a series of extended blocks to a single
segmented block.

Fig. 3. This is the home interface for the LISE++ Qt utilities package, which
launches the five satellite programs listed.
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distributed in the LISE++ software suite. Computational speedup
has become highly requested from users at many facilities, and
computation time becomes even more crucial with the new
large-scale nuclear physics facilities under construction, such as
FRIB. Facilities such as NSCL and GSI have keen interest in integrat-
ing the LISE++ software with their control systems. With the com-
pletion of this work, we aim to address many requests of the
LISE++ user base.
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